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Life*
Celebrating Choral Director
David Chase’s 40th Anniversary!

Steven Schick
Music Director

David Chase
Choral Director
Doug Strole has always been driven to get more out of life. That’s why he’s a former marathon runner, it’s why he sold his first painting at 12 years old, and it’s why he chose La Costa Glen over any other retirement community. But he never expected so many opportunities to give back — now Doug leads the art studio on campus, teaching classes and bringing together students of all ages, including his granddaughter, Makayla. And since he’s erased any concerns about long-term care, Doug can focus on the art of living.

What can you expect at La Costa Glen? Find out by calling us at 1-800-796-9589 today to request your free comparison chart, and see how much more you’ll get out of life at La Costa Glen.

Doug Strole
La Costa Glen Resident Since 2008

My plans for retirement:
Painting
Teaching
Building bridges

utterly ecstatic,
Saturday, December 7, 2013, 7:30 pm  
Sunday, December 8, 2013, 2:00 pm
Mandeville Auditorium, UCSD

KERNIS  Musica Celestis
Steven Schick conducting

HEMBREE  Ikarus-Azur  NEE COMMISSION
David Chase conducting

INTERMISSION

RAVEL  Daphnis and Chloé
Steven Schick conducting
Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3

For scene descriptions, please see
“A brief summary of the action and music” in the Ravel program note.

Unauthorized photography and audio/video recording are prohibited during this performance. No texting or cell phone use of any kind allowed.

We gratefully acknowledge our underwriters for this concert
Bloor Family / Kastner Family
From the Conductor

Please forgive me for starting with a dictionary definition. But I was curious about the etymology of the word “ecstatic” and looked it up. It turns out it didn’t originally mean “really, really happy” in the way we often use it. Ecstatic comes from the Greek word *ekstasis* and means, literally, unstable. So, why, you might ask, are we calling our concert “utterly ecstatic?” Are we in fact celebrating the joys to be found in instability, in becoming unmoored to reality?

Well, yes, I guess we are. OmG! And my yoga teacher tells me to be normalcy. Aaron Jay Kernis’s With this concert we’ll sketch three essays in defiance of stasis and the joys to be found in instability, in becoming unmoored to reality?

It could be that perfect balance is an overrated virtue, in music as in life. The composer Stuart Smith is fond of saying that a balanced system creates no heat. His phrase is a modern rewording of William Blake’s famous adage—the motto of every crazy artist I’ve ever known—that “the road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom.”

With this concert we’ll sketch three essays in defiance of stasis and normalcy. Aaron Jay Kernis’s *Musica Celestis* lives up to its name and seems to this listener to be utterly un tethered to earthly reality. It floats more serenely, glows with more incandescence, and sings with greater joy than nearly any recent work for string orchestra that I know. And as the opening work for this concert it starts us thinking about the fickleness of joy.

The heart of our celebration of ecstatic comes with two works composed for exactly the same instrumentation. Paul Hembree’s *Icarus-Azur* is this year’s Nee commission. The fact that Paul eagerly accepted the challenge I posed to him of creating a work for the same scoring as Ravel’s masterpiece shows another side of the seductive dance of ecstasy and risk. The most abbreviated version of Ravel’s story is that the path towards true love is full of obstacles. And, the greater the number of obstacles and the longer the path, the sweeter its reward will be. In Ravel’s music ecstasy is epitomized by motion. Ravel’s archetypically keyboard music. Even in this rich orchestral score there is the constant sweep from high to low, to dark, bright, melodic to choral, as though a pianist’s hands were running across a keyboard. Performing Ravel requires an understanding that these sweeps across the orchestral “keyboard” are metaphors for the transitory joys of life. They represent impermanence and instability. Like the elusive play of light on water, the search for great passion trades in the ineffable. It is both ultimately desirable and ultimately ungraspable. So it’s the allure of the quest that draws us in. Through *Daphnis* we understand that one doesn’t risk everything because finding a great love is a sure bet for eternal happiness, one risks everything because at the very heights of love eternity has no meaning.

Returning to earth: there is a lot of talk in the orchestral world that the future of the orchestra as an institution requires that music be made as accessible as possible by rooting its repertoire in the common experiences of its listeners. There are lots of ways to make music approachable, and some of them seem worthy to me. But ultimately this project rings false. We need music not to confirm our flatfooted quotidian selves but to shake them up. We need music to illuminate the inaccessible, the improbable and the unstable. The ecstatic! We crave a little taste, just a peek at ecstasy. And through music we can get pretty close.

As you listen tonight imagine the sweet ecstasy of Icarus for yourself: you’re flying higher and higher; the sun is ever warmer on your back and the melting wax smells like perfumed oil as it drips from your wilting wings. For the briefest moment, even as the sea below rushes towards you, there’s no difference between falling and flying.

**Steven Schick** conductor

For more than 30 years Steven Schick has championed contemporary music as a percussionist and teacher by commissioning and premiering more than 100 new works. Schick is a professor of music at the University of California, San Diego and in 2008 was awarded the title of Distinguished Professor by the UCSD Academic Senate.

Schick was one of the original members and percussionist of the Bang on a Can All-Stars (1992-2002). He has served as artistic director of the Centre International de Percussion de Genève in Geneva, Switzerland, and as consulting artist in percussion at the Manhattan School of Music. Schick is founder and artistic director of the acclaimed percussion group, red fish blue fish, a UCSD ensemble composed of his graduate percussion students that performs regularly throughout San Diego and has toured internationally. He also is founding artistic director (June 2009) of “Roots & Rhizomes”—an annual international course for percussionists hosted by the Banff Center for the Arts in Canada.

As a percussion soloist, Schick has appeared in Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, The Royal Albert Hall (London), Centre Pompidou (Paris), The Sydney Opera House and Disney Hall among many other national and international venues.

Schick is a frequent guest conductor with the International Contemporary Ensemble (Chicago and New York City), and in 2011 he was appointed artistic director and conductor of the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players. Schick has been music director and conductor of the La Jolla Symphony & Chorus since 2007.
Program Notes
by Eric Bromberger

Musica Celestis
AARON JAY KERNIS
Born January 15, 1960, Philadelphia

Aaron Jay Kernis composed his String Quartet No. 1 in 1990, and it was first performed in November of that year by the Lark Quartet. But Kernis saw larger possibilities in the quartet’s slow movement, and the following year he arranged that movement for string orchestra.

Titled Musica Celestis (Music of the Heavens), the new work was premiered on March 30, 1992, by the Sinfonia San Francisco under the direction of Ransom Wilson. In a note in the published score, Kernis says: “Musica Celestis is inspired by the medieval conception of that phrase, which refers to the singing of the angels in heaven in praise of God without end... Musica Celestis follows a simple, spacious melody and harmonic pattern through a number of variations (like a passacaglia), and is framed by an introduction and coda.”

The angels sing with extraordinary clarity and luminosity in the eleven-minute Musica Celestis, which is cast in a slow-fast-slow structure. The ethereal introduction gradually makes way for the long principal melody. This is stated slowly at first but then accelerates across the span of its transformations, growing more animated as it proceeds. This energy breaks off suddenly in mid-phrase, and material from the introduction returns to draw the music into silence. Throughout, Kernis writes with a subtle sense of string color (he trained originally as a violinist): solo instruments are set in contrast to the larger string orchestra, at moments some but not all of the instruments are muted, particular passages are played without vibrato, and dynamics are notated with scrupulous precision throughout Musica Celestis.

Aaron Jay Kernis studied at the San Francisco Conservatory, Manhattan School of Music, and Yale School of Music. He has been Composer-in-Residence with the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1998 for his String Quartet No. 2. For some years Kernis served as New Music Advisor for the Minnesota Orchestra, which performed Musica Celestis as part of its 2004 European tour.

Ikarus-Azur
PAUL HEMBREE
Born March 14, 1982, Durango, CO

The composer has supplied a program note for this work:

Ikarus-Azur is a musical response to humankind’s ambivalent relationship to both nature and technology. We value technology for its ability to lift us out of adverse natural situations and environments, yet we rely on those natural environments for their ecological productivity and beauty, things which can be degraded by technology. Our Prometheus flames, our Icarian wings, the fruits of our technological labors have become as powerful as any natural phenomena. Truly, the sublime, that pleasurable sense of terror when faced by forces more powerful than any single human, is now the purview of both nature—and technology. What are we to do? Shall we reject the offspring of our minds, our concepts corporealized as metal and electricity, in favor of nature’s harsh dominion? Or will we trample and decimate our habitats as fuel and raw materials for the inexorable march of reason and technology? Ikarus-Azur dwells upon this dialectic by synthesizing celebrated poetry by Stéphane Mallarmé, Gottfried Benn, Henry David Thoreau and Aeschylus into an emotionally charged narrative. Ultimately, we have no answers, only questions—for we are haunted by the azure.

David Chase conductor

Choral Director of the La Jolla Symphony Chorus since 1973, David Chase serves as a lecturer in the UCSD Music Department.

Under his leadership the 130-voice ensemble performs a mixture of musical styles that combine standard repertory with new or rarely performed works on the LJSS&C subscription series and at community venues.

Dr. Chase is a graduate of Ohio State University, and received his doctorate at the University of Michigan. While living in Ann Arbor, he served as conductor of the Grand Rapids Symphonic Choir. In 2009, he retired from Palomar College in San Marcos, California, where he taught music since 1974. In addition to his academic and choral duties, Dr. Chase has performed and recorded with the Robert Shaw Festival Chamber Chorus in Souillac, France and at Carnegie Hall. He also has been a fellow in the Melodious Accord Fellowship with Alice Parker in New York City. His compositions are published by Shawnee Press and Concordia Music Publishers.

Dr. Chase and members of the chorus have made four European tours, a tour of Mexico, and in 2001 were the first Western chorus invited to perform in the Kingdom of Bhutan. In spring 2012, the chorus traveled to Carnegie Hall to perform Britten’s Spring Symphony.

A Special Thanks to
Robert Whitley
Syndicated Wine Columnist
Publisher of
www.wineresewonline.com
for his generous donation of fine wines for LJS&C events this season.
Rise up walls,
built shelter over me,
rise up walls and silence the sky.
Gather mud and reeds,
to blot out the burning sun.
Gather brick and stone,
to block the blue holes
that birds create.
Extinguish in the horror,
of black trails of soot,
the silent lark, messenger of dawn,
below the dancing sun,
circling above,
the plunge of the double sun's
ceaseless falling.
Departed dream
of night,
of shadowed omen.
Departed dream of midnight vision.
My incense, by night star veiling,
go upward from this hearth,
fly skyward from the earth,
and ask the gods
to pardon this flame,
this teacher of all art to mortals.
Alas! The azure triumphs.
I hear the bells ringing,
I hear the azure singing.
The living metal erupts
as blue angelus bells.
Roaring forth
from night,
sun, ignite the morning sky.
Ancient, it rolls across the mist,
traversing my agony
like a sure sword.
What fluttering do I hear?
What echo from god, from mortal,
or from the fire,
what echo has flown far to me?
For the air rushes
with the soft shifting of wings.
I pay, fixed in strong chains
under the stark, unforgiving sky.

* Words in italics are alterations or insertions by the composer.
In 1909 the impresario Serge Diaghilev brought the Ballets Russes to Paris as part of his ongoing presentation of things Russian (art, sculpture, icons, opera, ballet) in the City of Light. The ballet’s seasons in Paris would prove a spectacular success—over the next four years, an unknown young Russian composer would write The Firebird, Petrushka, and The Rite of Spring for them. But even before he thought of asking Stravinsky to compose the first of these, Diaghilev approached Ravel during the summer of 1909 and asked him to write a score for the Ballets Russes. The French composer, then 34, could not have had more distinguished collaborators: Diaghilev oversaw the project, Mikhail Fokine was choreographer, Leon Bakst designed the sets, and Vaslav Nijinsky and Tamara Karsavina would dance the lead roles.

But it proved a stormy collaboration. For the subject, Diaghilev proposed the story of Daphnis and Chloé, a pastoral by the Greek Longus (fourth or fifth century B.C.). Translated into French in 1599 by Pierre Amyot, the tale had already attracted composers: Jacques Offenbach wrote an operetta called Daphnis and Chloé in 1870, and the young Debussy had thought of writing a ballet based on the same tale. It tells a gentle love story: a young man and woman, abandoned as infants by their respective parents and raised by a shepherd and a goatherd, meet and fall in love. She is kidnapped by pirates but rescued by the intercession of the god Pan, and the ballet concludes with general rejoicing. That story seems simple enough, but quickly the problem of the premiere, the ballet had an overwhelming impact. The poet and dramatist Jean Cocteau, then only 23, was among them: “Daphnis et Chloé is one of the creations which fell into our hearts like a comet coming from a planet, the laws of which will remain to us forever mysterious and forbidden.”

Ravel drew two suites from the ballet for concert performance, but this program offers the extremely rare opportunity to hear the score to the complete ballet. Those who know only the familiar Suite No. 2 will discover that it is just the closing celebration and that much of it depends on material introduced earlier. Ravel planned the ballet with great care, saying that “The work is constructed symphonically according to a strict tonal plan, by means of a small number of motifs, whose development assure the symphonic homogeneity of the work.” Many of these motifs are introduced in the first few measures: the muted horns’ gently swaying figure, the solo flute’s high melody, a soaring theme for solo horn that will be associated with Daphnis and Chloé themselves—all these will evolve and return in many forms across the hour-long span of the ballet.

The score was not complete until the spring of 1912, a span of three years (during that same time, Stravinsky wrote Firebird and Petrushka, both had been produced, and he was halfway through The Rite). The premiere, conducted by Pierre Monteux at the Châtelet Théâtre on June 8, 1912, had an indifferent success. The final word may be left to another who was at the premiere. Igor Stravinsky would later have some snippy things to say about Ravel, but he was overwhelmed by Daphnis and Chloé, calling it “not only Ravel’s best work, but also one of the most beautiful products of all French music.”

In 1909 the impresario Serge Diaghilev brought the Ballets Russes to Paris as part of his ongoing presentation of things Russian (art, sculpture, icons, opera, ballet) in the City of Light. The ballet’s seasons in Paris would prove a spectacular success—over the next four years, an unknown young Russian composer would write The Firebird, Petrushka, and The Rite of Spring for them. But even before he thought of asking Stravinsky to compose the first of these, Diaghilev approached Ravel during the summer of 1909 and asked him to write a score for the Ballets Russes. The French composer, then 34, could not have had more distinguished collaborators: Diaghilev oversaw the project, Mikhail Fokine was choreographer, Leon Bakst designed the sets, and Vaslav Nijinsky and Tamara Karsavina would dance the lead roles.

But it proved a stormy collaboration. For the subject, Diaghilev proposed the story of Daphnis and Chloé, a pastoral by the Greek Longus (fourth or fifth century B.C.). Translated into French in 1599 by Pierre Amyot, the tale had already attracted composers: Jacques Offenbach wrote an operetta called Daphnis and Chloé in 1870, and the young Debussy had thought of writing a ballet based on the same tale. It tells a gentle love story: a young man and woman, abandoned as infants by their respective parents and raised by a shepherd and a goatherd, meet and fall in love. She is kidnapped by pirates but rescued by the intercession of the god Pan, and the ballet concludes with general rejoicing. That story seems simple enough, but quickly the collaborators were at odds, as Ravel made clear in a letter to a friend: “I must tell you that I’ve just had an insane week:
Celebrate the holidays at Amaya La Jolla.
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This holiday season gather at Amaya La Jolla for a three-course feast of holiday-inspired flavors with modern flair. Festive favorites pair with seasonal cocktails, local handcrafted beers and live entertainment. We’ll take care of everything, so you can savor every moment.

Lunch: 11:30 am – 3:00 pm
Dinner: 5:30 pm – 10:00 pm

Tuesday and Wednesday, December 24 and 25 | 5:30 pm – 10:00 pm
Three-course tasting menu:
$65 per adult | $95 with wine pairings | $25 per child (ages 6 – 12)
Customary menu also available.

Reservations: 858.750.3695 or AmayaLaJolla.com
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La Jolla Symphony Chorus
Founded in 1965 by Patricia Smith

David Chase, Choral Director
Kenneth Bell, Assistant Conductor
Victoria Heins-Shaw, Accompanist

Mea Daum, Chorus Manager | Marianne & Dennis Schamp, Chorus Librarians | Marty Marion, Chorus Facilities

SOPRANO
Anna Busija
Frances Castle #
Sally Dean
Emily Decker
Susanna Fenstermacher
Nina Flowers
Genevieve Gonzalez
Meryl Gross ##
Agata Habas
Marty Hambright
Martha Hamilton
Hannah Henson
Ida Houby
Karen Johns
Donna Johnson
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ALTO
June Allen
Sonja Brun
Kim Burton
Peggy Clapp
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Karen Erickson
Clare Friedman
Cathy Funke
Brooke Gorin
Priscilla Hall
Vicki Heins-Shaw
Deanna Johnson
Jin-Soo Kim
Cynthia Koepcke
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Christina Liu
Jean Lowerison
Robin Mayfield
Surya Mitchell
Thien Nguyen
Debby Park
Cinda Peck
Barbara Peisch
Kate Pruefer
Rebecca Ramirez
Valerie Rubins
Satomi Saito
Marianne Schamp
Lisa Shelby
Janet Shields #
Carol Slaughter
Eva Sorlander
Jil Stathis
Susan Taggart ##
Melissa Troyer#
Amee Wood

TENOR
Joseph Allen
George Anderson
Nathan Daum
Walter Desmond ##
Robert Shay Hamblin
Shannon Johnson
Andrew King
Anthony Leonard
Marty Marion
Myles Mayfield
David McCarthy
Sean McCormac #
Joe Mundy
Samuel Rohrbach
Gerry Whitney
Bill Zieffle

BASS
Kenneth Bell
Dorian Bell
Jack Beresford
John Carpenter
Charles Carver
Bob Chen
Paul Chen
Paul Engel
Louis Felando
Paul J. Friedman
Bryan Heard
Borja Ibarz
Don Jenkins
Michael Kaehr
Marc Madison
Steve Marsh
Larry Mayer
William Miller
Gilbert Omens
Ray Park
Stewart Shaw #
Richard Tilles
Mark Walters ##
Robert Wrennholz
Gary Wilson

# Section Leader
## Assistant Section Leader
La Jolla Symphony Orchestra
Founded in 1954 by Peter Nicoloff

Steven Schick, Music Director

R. Theodore Bietz, Orchestra Manager | Ulrike Burgin, Orchestra Librarian | Yeung-ping Chen, Production Assistant

Violin I
David Buckley, Co-Concertmaster
Peter Clarke, Co-Concertmaster
Aram Akhavan
Angelo Arias
Carol Bietz
Evon Carpenter
Amy Darnell
Pat Gifford
Susanna Han-Sanzi
Ina Page
Wendy Patrick
Jeanne Saier
Catherine Shir
Alexander Wang

Loie Flood
Anne Gero-Stillwell
Ari Le
Roark Miller
Rachel Simpkins
Cynthia Snyder
Sheila Podell
Thaddeus Wiktors

Cello
Caitlin Fahey, Principal
Max Fenstermacher, Assistant Principal
Alana Borum
Ulrike Burgin
Bryan Cassella
Curtis Chan
Melissa Chu
Jonathan Ho
Terri Parsons
Carolyn Sechrist
Clifford Thrasher

Piccolo
Carlos Aguilar
Michael Matsuno

Alto Flute
Erica McDaniel

Oboe
Carol Rothrock, Principal
Heather Marks

English Horn
Ron Fox

Clarinet
Jenny Smerud, Principal
Fran Tonello

Eb Clarinet
Gabe Merton

Bass Clarinet
Steve Shields

Bassoon
Tom Schubert, Principal
Daniel Freilich
Jim Swift

Contrabassoon
Jennifer Bletch

Horn
Nicolee Kuester, Principal
Cynthia McGregor, Assistant Principal
Buddy Gibbs
Jonathan Rudin
David Ryan

Trumpet
Ken Fitzgerald, Principal
Tim Brandt
Josh Goldstein
Wesley Leonard

Trombone
R. Theodore Bietz, Principal
Devin Burnworth

Bass Trombone
Jonathan Hammer

Tuba
Kenneth Earnest, Principal

Timpani
Ryan Nestor

Percussion
Ryan Nestor, Principal
David Han-Sanzi
Sandra Hui
Kengo Itu
Daniel Pate
Neil Ruby
Peter Schmeekle
Eleasa Sokolski
Stephen Solook

Celesta
Kyle Blair

Harp
Donna Vaughan
Laura Vaughan
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Sometimes hidden (in plain sight),
Saturday, February 8 at 7:30pm
Sunday, February 9 at 2:00pm
Mandeville Auditorium, UCSD

Life*
Celebrating Choral Director
David Chase’s 40th Anniversary!

Steven Schick conducts

HECTOR BERLIOZ
Roman Carnival Overture

LOU HARRISON
Piano Concerto
With Guest Artist
Sarah Cahill, piano

JOHANNES BRAHMS
Symphony No. 4

SPONSORS:
Susan & Gary Brown / Pat & Eric Bromberger

TICKETS: 858-534-4637 OR WWW.LAJOLLASYMPHONY.COM

Sponsor Support for the 2013-2014 Season:

Major funding provided by the City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture and the County of San Diego
Contributors

The La Jolla Symphony & Chorus Association is deeply grateful to the Department of Music at UC San Diego for its generous support and assistance. The association would also like to acknowledge the generosity of its chief benefactress Therese Hurst, who upon her death in 1985 left her estate to the association providing an endowment. The La Jolla Symphony & Chorus Association is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation, making your donation tax-deductible. LJ&S&C thanks the following contributors for their support of the 2013-2014 season.

If you find an error, please let us know and we will correct it.
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Gerald & Beda Farrell
Paul J. & Clare Friedman
Peter Gourevitch
Neil & Clarice Hokanson
Drs. Andrew King & Diane McKay
Monique Kunevalder
Esther LaPorta
Julie & Don MacNeil
Stephen L. Marsh
Dr. Michael McCann
Drs. Bill Miller & Ida Houbey
Nancy Moore
Mary Neef
Milton & Jeanne Saier
Brenda & Steven Schick
Tom Schubert
Janet & Steven Shields
Scott & Jenny Smerud
James H. Swift
& Suzanne M. Bosch-Swift
Paul E.Symczak & Debra Weiner
Timsmouth Family Fund
Ameex Wood & Eric Mustonen
Scott and Jenny Smerud are proud supporters of the La Jolla Symphony & Chorus. Jenny has played clarinet with the orchestra for eleven years, and served on the board for five years.

We are pleased to donate $500 for every referred sale.

Scott Smerud, Realtor & Attorney
760.644.1484
Scott@SmerudRealEstate.com | www.SmerudRealEstate.com
BRE# 01913576